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Winter fire hazards
By Rene
Caskanette
As winter comes
along, people tend
to move indoors for
longer periods of time,
to avoid cold, snow
and the early darkness
that comes our way
each year. The increase in indoor activity brings
with it an increased incident rate for house fires.
One of the most common fire causes year round
is unattended cooking in kitchens, and that is also
true in winter months. One additional cooking
hazard in winter is people using barbeques in the
garage, where barbeques are not intended to be
used. Open flame burners in a confined space will
inevitably lead to some fires. Don’t be tempted to
use a barbeque indoors.
Another big fire risk is from the building heating
system, which is started up as winter sets in.
Oil fired furnaces require annual maintenance
to keep them burning safely. Natural gas and
propane burners also need maintenance but to
a lesser degree. Wood burning appliances have
chimneys and they need to be cleaned regularly
to prevent creosote fires. Properly installed and
maintained heating appliances should not cause
fires.
Portable electric heaters are a problem. They
require safe clearance distances to surrounding
combustibles, and when they are improperly
set too close to the couch then a fire can be
expected.
Power outages create unique problems with
heat and light sources being set up temporarily.
Propane fired construction heaters are great for
warming a place up but they aren’t safe for use
in your home. Candles may allow you to see, but
they also cause a large number of fires when
used improperly or left unattended.
Power outages in winter also cause pipes
to freeze. Many fires are caused by people
attempting to thaw frozen pipes with propane
torches and such devices. They may thaw the
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pipe but an hour later the smouldering wood
beside the pipe bursts into flame as well.
Christmas brings along the risk of tree fires as
the natural trees dry out. They are very easy to
ignite and burn rapidly in the dry condition, so old
worn out strings of lights, frayed and damaged
extension cords, and many other heat sources
can ignite them and create a huge fire.
Smokers are trained to indulge in their habit out
of doors these days, but when it is blowing and
cold outside, more cigarettes are consumed

indoors in winter months. We all understand that
careless disposal of hot smokers materials is the
cause of many residential fires, with garbage,
bedding and upholstered furniture being the
typical fuels ignited.
So take steps to protect your property and your
life from winter fires:
1. Clean your chimney, and have your heating
appliances serviced before you use them for
the first time each fall.

continued on page 2

Snow Loads on Roofs
By Jeff Udall
Winter is once again
upon us and we’ll be
breaking out the hats
and mitts to endure the
Canadian cold weather.
In the past few years
we have seen some
remarkable weather
with large amounts of snow and extremely cold
temperatures. It seems like climate change is
affecting us all and increasing the number of
related insurance claims.
Roofs on buildings are designed to accommodate
a certain amount of snow. The amount of snow
for various regions in the province is predicted
from historical values. The Ontario Building Code
lists these values and has recently updated the
loading tables. New construction is required to be
strong enough for these updated loads, but older
construction does not need to be changed. And
while the code does its best to provide guidance
for the predicted snow loads, every once in a
while we get such a heavy dumping that no one
could predict and the snow pile on a roof can
cause damage and even collapse of the structure.
Houses are generally not affected by high snow
loads as they are smaller structures and there

is a healthy safety margin in the construction.
Age of the house and poor construction methods
make the roof more vulnerable. Larger buildings
such as barns or commercial structures with flat
roofs require more care and maintenance due to
the significantly higher weights. A one meter pile
of snow on a house weighs a lot less than a one
meter pile of snow over a building the size of a
football field. Commercial structures are generally
designed and maintained properly. Farm buildings
however have a lower design level considering
they are not meant for human occupancy, and
they are subject to deterioration faster from the
corrosive environments that are common inside
the barn. This makes barns a lot more susceptible
to damage or catastrophic collapse.
The amount of snow that we will get this winter is
yet to be seen. Even the best designed structures
can be susceptible to the excessive weight of an
unpredictable snow pile. But even with ‘normal’
amounts of snow, buildings that are deteriorated
or built improperly may be damaged or
collapse. Determining if a roof is damaged from
deterioration or from excessive snow loads may
affect the result of a claim. We have considerable
experience in deciphering the nature of the
damage and helping to sort out a cause.
Get your shovels out! Winter is here.
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Winterizing a Cottage to Prevent Damages
By Rene Caskanette
With the winter season fast approaching, it’s a
good time to think about some safeguards you
can put into place to make sure your cottage or
insured property still looks as good in the spring as
it did in the fall. These suggestions mainly apply to
a cottage which is not used year round.
• Do an exterior examination of the cottage.
Check the condition of exterior brick, siding
or other wall coverings. Check condition of
caulking around windows and doors, eaves,
flashing, chimney and eaves troughs. If it’s
significantly cracked or missing, it should be
corrected to prevent moisture from entering.
• Trim back overhanging trees and cut back dead
or damaged branches on the property. This will
help prevent damage to persons and property
from falling debris.
• Inspect the roof for damaged shingles and
replace them if necessary.
• Clean out the eaves troughs to allow the
melting snow to drain properly in the spring.
• Block any rodent holes or possible paths of
exterior entry identified. Steel wool can be a
good tool to block small rodent holes (i.e. mice)
identified inside the home. Mouse traps are also
a good resource.
• Remove all garbage that has been stored
under the cottage. This improves air and water/
drainage flow and removes potential homes for
unwanted pests and rodents.
• Spread mothballs liberally around the support
posts to deter mice and other wildlife from
trying to enter the cabin. Fill all holes with steel
wool as mentioned above.
• Close all propane tank valves and ensure tanks
are securely fastened or stored.
• Lock and secure all doors and windows as
well as accesses to exterior buildings (sheds,
garages, etc.).
• Leave a set of keys and a phone number with
a neighbour or someone else you trust (friend,
relative or property maintenance/management
company), who can check the cottage regularly.
• It’s also a good time to replace and test
batteries in all smoke alarms and carbon
monoxide (CO) detectors.
• Consider having the septic system or outhouse
(if applicable) pumped or cleaned out if they are
due.
• Clean out the woodstove completely and close
the damper vent. Repair to replace any gaskets/
seals if needed.
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• Remove all food from the fridges and freezers
and clean them out. Leave them open slightly
to allow for air circulation. Place open boxes of
baking soda inside to help control odours.
Water infiltration, leaks and burst and frozen
water pipes occur far too often, resulting in water
damage and secondary damages such as mould
growth. Improperly drained water pipes, pumps
and tanks can freeze and then crack or burst over
the cold winter. These damages are preventable by
draining and winterizing the plumbing system(s).
Here are some suggestions on what to do. When
in doubt, consult a licensed plumber.
• Inspect all water pipes and plumbing
connections prior to draining and identify any
leaks and have repairs made.
• Verify that water supply lines all slope down
correctly to a low point under or outside the
cottage.
• Turn off the main power (hydro) to the cottage
and all outbuildings.
• Ensure the power to the water pump/service
and the hot water tank is off. Drain the hot
water tank.
• Open the valves on all water lines inside and
outside the cottage and open all drain valves to
let the water drain out. Leave the valves open
through the winter.
• Flush all toilets and then remove any remaining
water in the tank or toilet bowl.
• Drain and disconnect any outside tanks and
pumps (if applicable).
• To winterize the plumbing system, liberally pour
plumbing approved antifreeze into each drain
(sinks, showers and bathtubs), toilet bowls
and toilet tanks after the above steps have
been completed. Water pumps can also be
addressed if applicable.
• For winterizing appliances such as washing
machines and dishwashers, refer to the
appliance manual or consult an appliance
technician or retailer for additional information.
If your cottage is used year round, the heat should
always be left on (we recommend above ~10ºC).
If the cottage will be unoccupied for more than
96 hours (4 days) at any time, it’s good practice
to drain the water system or have it checked
inside regularly by a trusted person to make
sure the heating does not get interrupted. If the
heating system fails (i.e. service interruption,
power outage, furnace failure, etc.), water pipes
can freeze and then fail. Having failed to take
the above precautions may result in a denied
insurance claim in some instances.

Another thing to consider is food safety for a
cottage used year round but where you may be
away for a few days. If the electrical system fails
for any reason, frozen food may thaw out and then
refreeze without you knowing it, which can expose
you to potential harm. A good trick I’ve learned
is to place a toothpick on top of an ice cube tray
in the freezer (already full of frozen cubes). If the
toothpick is still sitting on top of the ice when
you come back, the freezer likely did not thaw
and there’s a very good chance no issues exist.
If the toothpick is found frozen inside the ice tray
however, that’s a great indicator that the freezer
did thaw while you were away (indicating a likely
loss of power), allowing the toothpick to submerge
into the thawed ice/water and then refreeze
when power was restored. And of course, asking
neighbours or those tasked with inspecting your
property or checking with your local power utilities
are always recommended.
We hope your cottage or insured properties stay
safe and undamaged over the winter and the
recommendations outlined above should help
to ensure that is the case. In the event a loss
does occur, we are always here to help assist in
identifying the root cause to ensure it does not
happen again and to assist in getting the damages
corrected properly. Stay warm and we’ll talk again
next spring.

Winter fire hazards
continued from page 1
2. Don’t use barbeques and open flame cooking
equipment indoors.
3. Practise candle safety, never leave a room with
an unattended candle burning.
4. Read warning labels on portable heaters
and make sure they are not too close to
combustibles when in use.
5. Be vigilant when cooking, never leave food
cooking unattended.
6. Don’t smoke indoors, and be very careful
where hot remains end up when you dispose
of them.
7. Throw out old worn out extension cords and
Christmas lights and replace them with new
equipment.
8. Keep natural Christmas trees watered to keep
them from drying out, and get rid of the tree
quickly after the season ends. Don’t keep dry
trees indoors.
Have a fire safe winter.
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Reforming Ontario’s Condominium Laws with
Bill 106
By Jason Nguyen
The dramatic
growth and
change in Ontario’s
condominium market
in the last 16 to 17
years has resulted
in the construction
of approximately
700,000 condominium units and the formation
of 10,000 condo corporations since the
Condominium Act was first passed in 1998.
The Ontario government announced in June
2012 it would conduct a review of the current
Condominium Act, 1998 and propose changes
aimed at modernizing the Act.
The Ontario’s Condominium Act review was
conducted between 2012 and 2014 through
a 3-stage public engagement process to give
condo owners, managers, developers and other
experts an opportunity to identify issues in
condo communities and to develop long-term
solutions. The proposed changes are aimed at
strengthening the rights of people who buy and
live in condominiums.
Bill 106, Protecting Condominium Owners Act,
2015 was introduced on May 27, 2015 to
amend the existing Condominium Act, 1998, to
enact the Condominium Management Services
Act, 2015 and to amend other Acts with respect
to condominiums such as the Ontario New Home
Warranties Plan Act. Bill 106 was formulated
based on the Ontario’s Condominium Act review.

The bill is currently under consideration by the
Standing Committee on Finance and Economic
Affairs.
If Bill 106 is passed, this act would address
several key areas of reform, such as dispute
resolution, consumer protection for owners and
buyers, financial management, how condos are
run, and property/condo manager licensing.
The province plans to introduce two new
administrative authorities that are independent
and self-funded bodies with different functions.
The province will introduce a Licensing Authority
that would be responsible for mandating license
and education for property/condo managers. A
separate Condo Authority would be introduced to
administer condo owner education (mandatory
training for condo board members), dispute
resolution, and a condo corporation registry.
The purpose of the Licensing Authority is
to reduce fraud and incompetency in the
industry where property/condo managers are
often entrusted with handling condominium’s
funds. Regulating property/condo managers’
education and licensing will reduce the level
of incompetency and provide a higher level of
standard of practice in the field to protect the
interest of condo owners and buyers.
The purpose of the Condo Authority is to provide
access to quicker and lower cost resolution
of disputes primarily between corporations
and owners to avoid time-consuming legal
proceedings and legal fees. The Condo Authority
will also provide education and awareness

for condo owners about their rights and
responsibilities and mandatory training for condo
directors and board members to protect condo
owners and buyers.
The province plans to fund these two
administrative authorities by charging a small fee
levied on condo corporations across the province
which at the current time is estimated to be
approximately $1 per unit a month or $12 per
unit a year. For example, a condo corporation with
10 units would be charged approximately $10
a month or $120 a year. The province estimates
that if the service is provided, the fees to resolve
complaints will run from a few hundred dollars to
$1,000, which the province says is far cheaper
than legal expenses. Some property lawyers
have argued that the levy on condo units may
reach up to $3 a month, higher than what was
estimated, and may have the unintended effect of
discouraging condo buyers from buying condos.
The province also plans to make changes to
the Act to protect condo owners and buyers by
expanding Tarion warranty coverage to conversion
buildings; increase and improve disclosure
to purchasers about condo living, operations
and increased costs after closing; enhancing
communication to unit owners; and prohibiting
certain developer practices like delaying hidden
costs.
The reserve fund study requirements which
involve professional engineering services are not
being changed significantly from those existing.

Caskanette Udall welcomes our newest
member to the team, Sadie Hewgill
Sadie graduated in
2014 as a Systems
Design Engineer
from the University
of Waterloo and is
recognized as an
EIT by the PEO.
What is Systems
Design Engineering?

Essentially, it is the design and analysis of
multidisciplinary systems. A building is not merely
a structure: the root cause of a problem is often
deeper than the immediate symptoms. Forensic
investigation frequently requires knowledge
of building science principles, fire behaviour,
electrical hazards, etc.

an engineering consulting company in Ottawa,
as a Building Science specialist. While attending
the University of Waterloo, she completed several
work terms with the same company, Sadie also
completed a work term in Sudan where she was
a Sustainable Technology Designer working with
water filters and pump systems.

Sadie has spent the last 17 months working for

Follow us on twitter @caskudall
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Residential Dryer Fires and
Residential Electricity for Fire
Investigators
By Bob
Caskanette
I recently attended
at Fire Findings
Laboratories in Benton
Harbor, Michigan
for training courses
on Investigating
Residential Dryer
Fires and Residential Electricity for Fire
Investigators. Each two day training course was
hands on and allowed participants to see live
demonstrations and participate in engaging
simulations mimicking real world scenarios such
as the effects of blocked dryer exhaust vents,
lint as a first fuel ignited, types of dryer venting
and limits which may apply, high resistance
electrical connections, floating neutrals, general
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electrical distribution services and building wiring
and some issues which could exist, live burn
demonstrations, flammability of various materials
and much more.

Rene Caskanette
B.A.Sc., P.Eng
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Examination of exhibits including dozens of dryers
from various manufacturers helped to give some
information to identify the manufacturer of a dryer
even if it is heavily damaged following a fire and
where no other knowledge or documentation
for it may exist. Dozens of examples of evidence
removed from fire scenes were also provided
for examination and the ability to do hands-on
testing, circuit wiring and troubleshooting was
an added bonus. Some valuable knowledge
was gained and these courses would be
recommended for those interested in the field of
fire investigation.
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Caskanette Baby Boom
Micheka & John Kostyniuk are pleased to
announce the arrival of twins Emmeline and
Katia on September 2, 2015. Rene and Kate
Caskanette are proud grandparents and Uncle
Bob and Aunt Dana Caskanette have bragging
rights! Rene is using his vast engineering
knowledge to calculate the best way to hold two
squirming babies at once.
Following right on the heels of his cousins, Bob
and Dana Caskanette are pleased to announce
the arrival of son, Tyler Chase, on November
23, 2015. Grandpa Rene and Grandma Kate
are excited to welcome another grandchild and
we are hoping to add master diaper changer
to Rene’s CV. Aunt Micheka and Uncle Jon are
looking forward to the Caskanette Cousin play
dates!
All of us at Caskanette Udall congratulate the new
parents and look forward to 3 more engineers
joining our team in 2039!
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